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A database model based on Non First Normal Form is presented. A key feature of the 
model is an algebraic query language allowing data restructuring. A natural connection 
between instances in this model, and relational database instances satisfying the Universal 
Relation Scheme Assumption is investigated. ‘( 1 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Several investigators have stressed that the first normal form (1NF) condition 
[Co] is not convenient for handling a variety of database applications 
[Mak, K, Mac]. The first purpose of this paper is to. present a database model, 
namely, the Verso model, where data is organized in non 1NF relations. The values 
for some attributes in a Verso instance are atomic whereas the values for other 
attributes are simpler Verso instances. As we shall see, this recursive definition of 
the data structure induces a hierarchical organization of the data. It should be 
noted that the notion of hierarchical data organization has been captured in some 
form by at least two other models [IMS, HY]. The advantage of our approach is 
that, by using relation as underlying structure, we are able to preserve some of the 
positive features of the relational model, for instance a simple algebraic query 
language. 
As mentioned earlier, the first major theme of this paper is to formally present 
the data structure and operations in Verso. In a Verso schema, some dependencies 
(very similar to Delobel’s Generalized Hierarchical Dependencies [D] ) are 
implicitely specified. Therefore, some semantic connections among the attributes are 
implied by the choice of a Verso schema. Furthermore, the operations that we 
propose on Verso instances take advantage of these semantic connections. In par- 
ticular, some queries which would typically require joins in the pure relational 
model can be expressed by a selection in the Verso model removing the need for the 
user to specify access paths. 
* Current address: Laboratoire de Recherche en Informatique, Universite Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, 
France. 
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The second major theme of the paper is the investigation of some key issues 
raised by this data organization. First, data restructuring is studied via the notions 
of schema equivalence and dominance. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 
schema equivalence and dominance are exhibited based on some elementary 
schema transformations.’ Also, a natural connection between Verso instances and 
relational database instances satisfying the Universal Relation Schema Assumption 
[FMU, MW] is investigated. This allows us to (1) give an interpretation of the 
operations in terms of (pure) relational operations, and (2) measure the power of 
the Verso operations by proving that they are “complete.” 
Non INF relations have recently attracted a lot of attention. A model is 
introduced in [Mac] which describes some data structures very similar to the ones 
presented here. However, the access language exhibited there is quite weak, and in 
particular does not allow data restructuring. An algebra for non 1NF relations of 
nonnecessarily hierarchical structure is also proposed in [SS]. Other aspects of 
nonnormalized relations have been studied in [AMM, FK, FT, KTT, JS, SP]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In the following, we assume that the reader is familiar with the relational model. 
In this section, we briefly review some well-known concepts, and present the 
notation used throughout the paper. 
We assume the existence of an infinite set U of attributes, and for each A in U, of 
a set of values called the domain of A and denoted dam(A). A relational schema is a 
finite set of attributes. Let V be a relational schema. A tuple v over I’ is a mapping 
from V into UAinYdom(A) such that v(A) is in dam(A) for each A in U. 
A (1 NF) relation over V is a finite set of tuples over V. The set of tuples over V is 
denoted tup( I’), and the set of relations rel( V). The relational operations of union, 
intersection, d$ference, join, projection, and selection are respectively denoted v, A, 
-> *, n, and select[,, ( where C is an elementary condition of the form A < a, A 6 a, 
A=a, ABa, A>a, for some A in Uand a in dam(A)). 
A relational database schema is a finite set of relational schemas. A relational 
(database) instance r of some relational database schema R is a mapping from R 
such that, for each X in R, r(X) is in rel(X). A relational instance satisfies the 
Universal Relation Schema Assumption (URSA) iff r(X) I> nx(r( Y)) for each X, Y in 
R and Xc Y. 
In the paper, we also consider finite strings of attributes. Let A, ... A, be a finite 
string of attributes. An ordered tuple x over A, +.. A, is an element of the Cartesian 
product dom(A ,) x . . . x dom(A,). The set of ordered tuples over some string X is 
denoted Otup(X). 
’ The notion of data restructuring is studied in depth by Hull and Yapp [HY] for a very large class 
of hierarchical data structures. By opting for a more restricted model, we are capable here to develop an 
algebra which incorporates restructuring. 
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For each string X of attributes, the corresponding set of attributes, i.e., {A ( A in 
X} is denoted set(X). For each ordered tuple x over X, the corresponding tuple 
over set(X) is denoted map(x). Note that map(x) is a mapping. 
In general, A, B ,..., denote attributes, a, b ,..., values, V, W, X, Y ,..., relational 
schemas (or finite strings of attributes), o, w, x, y ,..., (ordered) tuples, R, S ,..., 
relational database schemas, and r, s,..., relational database instances. We also use 
the classical convention of writing XY for the union of two sets X and Y of 
attributes, or for the concatenation of two strings X and Y of attributes. 
2. THE MODEL 
In this section, we present the data structure of the Verso model (namely, the 
Verso instance) using the auxiliary concept of format. We then introduce five unary 
operations (extension, projection, selection, restriction, and renaming), and five 
binary ones (union, intersection, difference, join, and Cartesian product). As we 
shall see, Verso instances offer a generalization of relational instances. Furthermore, 
some of these operations generalize relational operations. 
Let us first consider an example. A department consists of a set of COURSES the 
BOOKS for each course, the STUDENTS in the course, and their GRADES. We 
can represent an instance of a department like in Fig. la. Intuitively, a department 
can be considered as a relation over three attributes, say COURSE, A, and A,. The 
values in dom(COURSE) are atomic whereas the values in dom(A,) and dom(A,) 
are simpler Verso instances. Let us make two remarks. The first one is that, in the 
example, there is no book required in the physics course. (Thus, null values of the 
type “does not exist” can be represented in a Verso instance.) The second remark is 
that an implicit connection is assumed between the attributes STUDENT and 
BOOK through the attribute COURSE. 
Al A? 
--- 
COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*(BOOK)* 
I 
math I oto LL! 
zaza 
L-! 
Phys 
tot0 
h 
R 
+, 
format g 
Fig. 1. Format and versa instance 
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To formalize the notion of Verso instance, we need the auxiliary concept of for- 
mat. Intuitively, a format specifies the underlying structure of a Verso instance. 
DEFINITION. A format is recursively defined by: 
(1) Let X be a finite string of attributes with no repeated attribute, then X is 
a (flat) format over the set of attributes occuring in X, i.e., set(X), and 
(2) Let X be a nonempty finite string of attributes with no repeated attribute, 
and fi ,..., f, some formats over Y,,..., Y,, respectively, such that the sets set(X), 
Y , ,..., Y, are pairwise disjoint, then the string X( f,)* . ( fn)* is a format over the 
set set(X) Y, ... Y,. 
For instance, f =COURSE STUDENT GRADE is a flat format over 
{COURSE, STUDENT, GRADE >, and g = COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* 
(BOOK)* is a format over {COURSE, STUDENT, GRADE, BOOK}. 
In the following, n denotes the empty string. (By definition, n is a format.) Also, 
if f =X(f,)*...(f,)* is a format, and f, = A for some i, then we identify f and 
x(f,)*... u-l)* (fi+l)*...(fJ*. 
In the following, we shall use a directed tree representation for formats. The tree 
representation of the format g is given in Fig. 1 b. Other examples of formats are 
given in Fig. 2. Let f E X( f 1 )* . . . ( fn)* be a format. Then X is called the root off, 
and each fi a branch. 
We are now able to formally define the Verso instances. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. The set of all (Versoj instances over f, denoted 
inst( f ), is recursively defined by: 
(i) if f _= A’, and X is nonempty, then I is in inst( f) iff I is a finite subset of 
Otup(X), and 
(ii) iff -J4fi)*...(fn)*, f,,...,f,, nonempty, then I is in inst( f) iff 
(a) I is a finite subset of Otup(X) x inst( fi) x ... x inst( fn), and 
FFS, rZ!ZZz 
COURSE TEACHER COURSE TEACHER 
(BOOK)* (STUDENT GRADE)* (STUDENT(GRADE)*)* (BOOK)* 
FIG. 2. Tree representation of formats. 
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(b) if (u, I, ,..., I,) and (u, J, ,..., J,) are in I for some U, 
I l,..., I”, J, Y.--T J” then Ji=Ii for each i in [l . ..n]. 
In the previous definition, we assume for (ii) that the formats fi ,..., fn are non- 
empty. Now, iffzX(f,)*...(f,)* with fi = A for some i, and fi & A for j # i, then 
by convention, we identify f with grX(f,)*...(f,_,)* (fi+l)*...(f,,)*, and the 
set of all instances over f is obtained from the previous definition by 
inst( f ) = inst( g). 
Intuitively, the (i) condition states that I is atomic over the attributes in X, and 
not atomic over the “attributes” fi ,..., f,,. The (ii) condition forces X to be a key. It 
is clear that the mathematical notation for Verso instances is cumbersome and not 
really readable. Therefore, in the following, instances will be represented using the 
“bucket” technique of [P] (see Fig. la). 
In the relational model, a database schema consists of several relational schemas. 
Similarly, we have: 
DEFINITION. A Versa database schema l2 is a finite set of formats. A Verso 
database instance o of the schema s2 is a mapping from Q to Ufinn inst( f ) such that 
a(f) is an instance over f for each f in G?. 
We now introduce an inclusion relation on Verso instances. Intuitively, an 
instance over some schema f is included in another instance over the same format f 
iff all the information contained in the first instance is also contained in the second 
one. Formally, we have: 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. Let I and J be two instances over f: Then I is 
included in J (or J contains I), denoted If J, iff: 
(i) if f= X, X nonempty, then 1~ J, and 
(ii) if f= X( fi)* . . . (f,,)*, f, ,..., f,, nonempty, then: 
V(uI, . ..I.) in I, 3(uJ, . .._I.) in J such that Ii<Ji for each i in [l..n]. 
We shall use this inclusion relation and set operators to present the operations 
on Verso instances. First, we present the unary operations on Verso instances. To 
do that, we need the auxialiary concept of subformat. Intuitively, g is a subformat 
off if the tree representation of g can be obtained by pruning some terminal sub- 
trees of the tree representation off: Formally, 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. Then a subformat g of f is recursively defined 
by: 
(i) For each f, A is a subformat off, 
(ii) If f-X(f,)*...(f,)*, and g, ,..., g, are respectively subformats of 
fi,..., fn, then X(g,)* ... (g,)* is a subformat of J 
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Let f and g be two formats such that g is a subformat off: Then, intuitively, it is 
possible to represent the information content of an instance over g by an instance 
over f: Indeed, the extension of an instance J over g to f; denoted Jf, is simply 
obtained by “padding” at each level with empty instances. We do not formally 
define the extension operation but illustrate the concepts of subformat and exten- 
sion by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The format g= COURSE(STUDENT)*(BOOK)* is a subfor- 
mat of the format f = COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*(BOOK)*(TIME 
ROOM)*. The directed trees associated with f and g are represented in Fig. 3, 
together with an instance J over g, and its extension Jf over J: 
Note that in particular, each format f is a subformat of itself. 
We now present the projection. Let I be an instance over f, and g a subformat of 
f, then the result of the projection of I over g is simply obtained by removing all the 
subinstances in I corresponding to subtrees off which are projected out. 
We propose two equivalent definitions of projection. (The proof of their 
equivalence is straightforward, and therefore omitted.) The first one uses the exten- 
sion operator, and the inclusion relation on instances. 
COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* (BOOK)* (TIME ROOM)* 
phys ( L!?. phys 1 1 1 ( h, 1 ( 
instance .I’ over f 
instance J over R 
I I 
(I 
tree representation of R 
I COURSE / 
tree representation of / 
FIG. 3. Subformat and extension. 
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DEFINITION. Let f and g be two formats such that g is a subformat of f, and 
g & /i. Let Z be an instance over 1: Then the projection of Z over g, denoted Z[g], is 
the greatest instance over g whose extension to f is included in I. 
In a constructive and equivalent way, we have: 
DEFINITION. Let f-X(f,)*...(f,,)*, f ,,..., f,, nonempty, and g=X(g,)*... 
(g,)* be two formats such that, for each j in [ 1 ..m], g, is a non empty subformat 
of fi for some i in [ 1 ..n]. Let Z be an instance over f: Then the projection of Z over 
g, denoted Z[g], is recursively defined by: 
3(uZ, . ..Z.) EZ, such that 
VI in [ 1. .m], J, = Zi[ g,] where g, is a subformat of fi ’ 
An example of projection can be found in Fig. 4. 
COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* 
math 
COURSE(STUDENT)* 
math 
phys 
PM rick 4 
L_! 
zoe 
l- 
Instance I 
COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* 
math 
phys Izne II 
FIG. 4. Projection and selection 
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Note that the projection as presented above does not generalize the relation pro- 
jection. Indeed, for a flat format X, the only projection which can be performed is 
the projection over X, i.e., the identity mapping. However, it is shown in Section 5 
that arbitrary projections can be performed using restructuring (presented in 
Sect. 4), and projection as defined here. 
The third unary operation is the (Verso-)selection. This operation is more 
intricate than the relational selection since it takes advantage of the richer structure 
of Verso instances. In this section, we introduce a simple version of the selection. (A 
more powerful selection will be presented in Sect. 5.) To do this, we need the 
auxiliary concept of a condition on a sequence of attributes. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a sequence of attributes. Then the conditions on X are 
obtained in the following way: 
(1) each elementary condition on A for some A in X is a condition on X, and 
(2) in C, and C, are conditions on X, then (C, A C,), (C, v C,), and (1 C,) 
are conditions on X. 
The notion of satisfaction of a condition by an ordered tuple is defined in the 
straightforward way. Let C be a condition on X, and x an ordered tuple over X. 
Then x satisfies C is denoted xl= C. 
We now define (the simple version of) the selection. 
DEFINITION. Let f=X(f,)*..- V;,)* be a format for some n 2 0, f, ,..., f, non- 
empty, and I an instance over f: Then a (Verso-)selection S over f is an expression 
of the form: S= X: C(e,(S,),..., e,(S,)) where: 
(a) C is a condition on X, 
(b) for each i in [ 1 ..n], Si is a selection over fi, and 
(c) for each i in [ 1 ..n], ei is a symbol in { 3, a, ?} (3 is read “exists,” 3 “does 
not exist,” and ? “does not care”). 
A selection defines an operation in the following way: 
DEFINITION. Let f = X( fi )* . . . (fn)* be a format for some n > 0, with fi ,..., f,, 
nonempty, and I an instance over J: Let Sr X: C(e,(S,),..., e,(S,)) be a selection 
over f: Then the result of S applied to Z, denoted S(Z), is the instance over f defined 
by2: 
We now give an example to illustrate the previous definition. 
* ~(1,) + e, iff pi # 0 if ei = 3, and S(I,) = 0 if e, = J. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Let f= COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*. Consider the two 
queries: 
(Q1) give the list of math students who got a grade larger than 10, and 
(Q2) give the courses in which some student is registered and did not get any 
grade for this course. 
Query (Q I ) is expressed by the expression of selection: 
S1 = COURSE: COURSE = math 
(?(STUDENT: (3(GRADE: GRADE 2 10)))). 
Query (Q2) is expressed by the expression of selection: 
S, = COURSE: (I(STUDENT: @(GRADE)))). 
Examples of applications of these two queries are given in Fig. 4. 
We now present the fourth unary operation, namely restriction. For the sake of 
simplicity, we shall only consider restrictions on the “root” of the format. It is clear 
that our definition can be extended to capture more powerful restrictions. 
DEFINITION. Let f = X(f, )* . . . (f,)* be a format for some n 3 0, with fi ,..., fn 
nonempty, and I an instance over J A restriction on f is an expression of the form 
restrict, = B where A and B are in X. The result of restrict, = B applied to Z, denoted 
restrict, = B(Z) is defined by 
restrict,=.(Z)= {(uZ,...Z,) I (uZ,...Z,) in Z, and u(A)=u(B)}. 
An illustration of the previous definition can be found in Fig. 5. 
The definition of the last unary operation, namely renaming, is straightforward 
and thus omitted. An example of renaming can be found in Fig. 5. 
Clearly, the operations of selection, restriction, and renaming applied to instances 
over flat format correspond respectively to the relational selection, restriction, and 
renaming. 
We now introduce five binary operations (union, intersection, difference, join, 
and Cartesian product). For all these operations (except for the Cartesian product), 
we propose two equivalent definitions: the first ones use the inclusion relation on 
Verso instances, and the second ones are constructive definitions. The equivalence 
of these alternative definitions is straightforward, and can be found in [Bi]. 
We start by presenting union, intersection, and difference of Verso instances over 
identical formats. We shall then extend these three operations to instances over not 
identical but “compatible” formats. 
The operation of union allows to “add” the information contents of two instan- 
ces. Intersection “extracts” the information common to two instances. The third 
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EMP (PHONE BACK-UP-PH)* EMP (PHONE BACK-UP-PH)* 
Serge 3537 3468 Nicole 3329 3329 
Nicole 
Francois 3329 3329 
Francois 3329 
restrict,,,,, = BACK_I!P_PH(J) 
3329 
Instance J 
EMP 
Serge 
Nicole 
(PI P2)* 
3537 3468 
3468 3537 
3329 3329 
Francois 3329 3329 
FIG. 5. Restriction and renaming. 
operation, namely difference, “substracts” the information contained in an instance 
from the information contained in another one. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format, and Z, J two instances over f: Then: 
The union of I and .Z, denoted Z@ J, is the smallest instance defined over j” con- 
taining Z and J. 
The intersection of I and J, denoted Z @ .Z, is the greatest instance defined over .f 
contained in Z and J. 
The difference of Z and J, denoted Z @ J, is the smallest instance defined over ,/ 
such that its union with J is equal to Z@ J (i.e., (I 0 J) @ J= I@ J). 
It is easily seen that Z 0 J is included in I. 
Examples of applications of these three operations are given in Fig. 6. 
We now give constructive definitions for the three operations. First, the union. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format, and Z, J two instances over J Then the union of Z 
and J is the instance over f; denoted Z@ J, recursively defined by: 
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COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
math- -[;ii -[ 1 ;: j - 
phys 1 ) j h 1 
instance I 
COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
_-_____--~---~ 
math zaza 
L.--I 
lulu 
I 
music 1 j ( j 
phys 1 toto 1 1 h, 1 
instance J 
JOURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
nath math 1 lulu 1 1 1 math 
‘hys I IL. 
nusic u I 
instance I @ J instance I @ .I instance I @ J 
FIG. 6. Binary operations. 
(i) iff=X, Xnonempty then Z@.Z=ZuJ, and 
(ii) if f= X(f,)* ... (fn)*, f,,...,fn nonempty, then: 
ZOJ= <4Z,OJ,)~..(Z,OJ,)) 
i 
(uZ,...I,)inI,and 
(uJ,...J,)inJ 
u{(uZ*.~.Z~)I~~f:l:~~~~~,,_?~,,,i 
(uJ, . . . J,, ) in J, and 
VI ,,..., Z”, (Ml, .‘. Z,) d z 
The constructive definition for the intersection is given by: 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format, and Z, J two instances over J: Then the intersec- 
tion of Z and J is the instance over f, denoted Z @ J, recursively defined by: 
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(i) if f X, X nonempty, then Z @ J = In J, and 
(ii) if f-X(f,)* ..* (f”)*, f,,..., f, nonempty, then 
I,, ) in I, and\ 
The constructive definition for the difference is given by: 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format, and Z, J two instances over J: Then the dif- 
ference of Z and J is the instance over f, denoted Z 0 J, recursively defined by: 
(i) iff=Xthen Z@ J=Z-J, and 
(ii) iff X(fi)* ... (fn)*,fi,...,fn nonempty, then 
(UZ, . . . Z, ) in Z, 
ZQ J= 
i 
(u(Z, 0 J,)...(Z, 0 J,)) (uJ,...J,)inJ,and 
for some i, Zi @ Jj # @ 
(ul, ... I,,) in Z, and 
VJ,,..., J,,(uJ, ... J,,) $ J 
Note in the example of Figure 6 that the physics COURSE disappeared whereas 
the math COURSE is still in Z 0 J. This results from the condition “Zi @ Ji# 0” 
which is true for math and not for physics. 
As mentioned earlier, these three operations will be extended to deal with instan- 
ces over different but compatible formats. To do that, we present the notion of for- 
mat compatibility. 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two formats respectively over the sets V and W of 
attributes such that Vn W # 0. Then f and g are compatible iff there exists a for- 
mat h over Vu W such that f and g are subformats of h. 
It can be easily shown that an alternative definition is: 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two formats respectively over the sets V and W of 
attributes such that Vn W# 0, Then f and g are compatible iff there exists a for- 
mat h’ over Vn W such that h’ is a subformat off and g. 
Note that if f and g are compatible, then there is one and only one format h’ 
over Vn W which is a subformat of both f and g. This unique format is denoted 
f Ag. 
Now to “add” (resp. “intersect” or substract”) the information contained in an 
instance Z over f, and an instance J over g (f and g compatible), it sufftices to 
extend Z and J to a format h such that f and g are both subformats of h, and then 
to use the union (resp. intersection, difference). 
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The union, difference, and intersection according to h are respectively denoted 
@,,, Oh, @,,,Thus,Z@,,J=Zh@Jh,Z OhJ=Zh@Jh,andZ@,J=Zh@Jh. 
The fourth binary operation, namely join, is directly defined on instances 
over compatible formats. It allows to “combine” the information contents of two 
instances. 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two compatible formats respectively defined over 
the sets of attributes V and W. Let h be a format over Vu W such that f and g are 
subformats of h. Let Z and J be two instances over f and g, respectively. Then the 
join of Z and J according to h, denoted Z ah J, is the greatest instance defined over 
h, included in Z @h J whose projection on f A g is equal to Z[ f A g] @ J[ f A g]. 
Or, in an equivalent way: 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two compatible formats respectively defined over 
the sets V and W of attributes. Let h be a format over Vu W such that f and g are 
subformats of h. Let Z and J be two instances over f and g respectively. Then the 
join of Z and J according to h is an instance over h, denoted Z ah J, recursively 
defined by: 
(i) ifh=X, Xnonempty (thusf=g=hrX) then Z@,J=ZnJ, and 
(ii) if hrX(h,)*... (h,)*, h,,..., h, nonempty, f=X(f,)* ... (fn)*, and 
g = X(g,)* . . . (g,)*, where for each i, fj and gj are subformats of h,, then 
3(uZ, *..Z,,)inZh,and(uJ,...J,)inJhsuchthat 
Z ahJ= (UK,.,. K,) Kk = Zk @hk J,c if.fk g A, g, * A, 
Kk=Zk if fk ck A,gk=A, 
Kk=Jkiffk=/i,gk f A, 
To illustrate the previous definition, two instances over compatible formats are 
given in Fig. 7, together with their join according to the format h =COUR- 
SE(STUDENT)*(BOOK)*. 
Note that if f and g are identical formats, the join definition coincides with the 
intersection definition. The last binary operation, namely Cartesian product, is dif- 
ferent from the preceding ones in that its first operand is required to be an instance 
over a flat format. 
DEFINITION. Let f = X, X nonempty, be a flat format and g a format over Y 
such that X n Y = a. Let Z and J be two instances over f and g, respectively. Then 
the Cartesian product of Z and J, denoted I@ J, is the instance over X(g)* defined 
by 
ZOJ= {(uJ) ( uinl}. 
Note that if f and g are both flat formats, then Z@ J, and J@ Z are different. So 
the Cartesian product is not commutative. Nevertheless, we shall see in Section 4 
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COURSE(STUDENT)* 
--_-______ 
math tot0 
L-i 
zaza 
gym 1 mimi 1 
PM 1 1 
“instance r’ 
COURSE(STUDENT)*)(BOOK)* 
“instance I ah S 
COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
COURSE( BOOK )* 
math 
music 1 h, 1 
phys 1 h, 1 
“instance S 
COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
gym L?f.ti L_. 
music l---l l_Y__l 
phys 1 j ( h, 1 
gym 1 mimi ) ( I 
“instance I Oh S “instance I Oh S 
FIG. 7. Compatibility and binary operations. 
that the semantics associated with I@ J, and JO Z are identical. An example of car- 
tesian product is exhibited in Fig. 8. 
It should be also noted that the restrictions of union, intersection, difference, over 
flat formats correspond respectively to the relational union, intersection, difference. 
A Verso query is obtained by combining the live binary operations (union, inter- 
section, difference, join and Cartesian product), the four unary ones (projection, 
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FIG. 8. Cartesian product. 
selection, restriction, and renaming) plus an operation which will be presented in 
Section 4, namely restructuring. Together, these operations will be shown to be 
complete in Section 4. 
3. URSA INTERPRETATION OF THE VERSO MODEL 
In this section, we exhibit a strong connection between format instances, and 
relational database instances satisfying the Universal Relation Schema Assumption 
(URSA). We also give an “interpretation” of the Verso operations in terms of 
classical relational operations. 
To do that, we need the notion of format skeleton. Intuitively, the format 
skeleton of a format f is the relational database schema which describes, in a non 
hierarchical way, the structure of instances overly 
571/33/3-5 
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DEFINITION. Let f be a format. Then the format skeleton off, denoted Skel( f ), 
is the relational database schema recursively defined by: 
(i) if f z X, X nonempty, then Skel( f) = {set(X)), and 
(ii) if f -X(f,)*...(fn)*, fi,...,fn nonempty, then 
Skel(f)= {set(X)} u {set(X) Y 1 Yin Skel(fi), for some i in [l..n]}. 
For example, the format skeleton of COURSE(STUDENT)*(BOOK)* is the 
relational database schema { {COURSE >, (COURSE, STUDENT >, {COURSE, 
BOOK} >. Using these format skeletons, we are now able to “describe” a format 
instance by a relational database instance. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format, and Z an instance over f: The instance skeleton of 
Z, denoted skel(Z), is the relational database instance over Skel( f ) defined by: 
(i) if f = X, X nonempty, then skel(Z)(set(X)) = {map(u) 1 ZJ in Z}, and 
(ii) if f=X(f,)*...(f”)*, f ,,..., f, nonempty, then 
skel(Z)(set(X)) = (map(u) 1 (ul, . . . Z,) in Z for some I, ,..., Z,} 
and 
skel(Z)(set(X) Y) = u map(u) * skel(Z,)( Y) 
<ul, “. In> E I 
for each i, and each Y in Skel(fi). 
Note in the previous definition that map(u) * skel(Zi) is a relational join 
operation, and since set(X) n Y= a, it can also be seen as a Cartesian product. 
However, in the present paper, we use the symbol x to denote ordered Cartesian 
product only. Figure 9 exhibits the instance skeleton of the instance of Fig. 1. 
We established a correspondence between formats, and relational database 
schemas (Skel), and between instances over format and relational database instan- 
ces (skel). It is clear that (1) not all relational database schemas correspond to 
some formats, and (2) even if a relational database schema R corresponds to a for- 
mat f, not all instances over R correspond to instances overf: 
COUR. 
math 
PM 
COUR. STUD. 
math tot0 
math zaza 
phys Mu 
phys tot0 
COUR. STUD. GRADE 
math tot0 4 
math tot0 8 
phys lulu 9 
phys tot0 6 
phys tot0 9 
COUR. BOOK 
math 6 
math g 
FIG. 9. Instance skeleton. 
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To prove that (2) =E. (l), it s&ices to exhibit for each r over R satisfying the 
URSA, an instance Z over f such that r = skel(Z). Indeed, we now present a recur- 
sive algorithm which computes such an instance. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Input: a format f, and an instance r over Skel(f ) satisfying the URSA. 
Output: Z(f, r) a Verso instance defined over f: 
hegin 
iff=XthenZ(f,r)={ 1 u u in Otup(X) and map(u) in r(X)}. 
iff=X(f,)*...(fn)* then 
begin 
for each x in r(set(X)) and i in [l..n], 
let C = A\A E set(x) [A =x(A)], and 
let r(i, x) be the relational database instance over Skel( fi) defined by: 
r(i, x)(Y) = n,[selectcc,(r(set(X) Y))] for each Y in Skel(f;) then 
(uZ(f,, r(l,x))...Z(f,, r(n,x))> 
for some x in r(X), 
uinOtup(X) x=map(u) 
7 
end 
end 
One can easily prove by induction that r = skel(Z( f; r)). Hence (2) =P (1) which 
concludes the proof. i 
By the previous theorem, skel is a mapping from instances over f into relational 
database instances over Skel( f) satisfying the URSA. Therefore, it would be 
interesting to characterize Verso operations on instances in terms of relational 
operations on relational database instances. 
Indeed this is the purpose of our next result. To prove it, we need some notation 
and one lemma. 
Notation. Let r and s be two relational database instances over the same 
database schema R. Then r cs iff r(X) c s(X) for each X in R. Also r us is the 
relational database instance over R defined by (r u s)(X) = r(X) us(X) for each X 
in R. Finally, r n s and r-s are defined in a similar way. 
The lemma that we shall use relates containment of Verso instances to contain- 
ment of the corresponding instance skeletons. Formally, we have: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a format, and Z, J two instances over f: Then I< J iff 
skel(Z) E skel( J). 
Proof First, suppose that I< J. Then by inspection of the definition of an 
instance skeleton, it is clear that skel(Z) E skel(J). 
Now suppose that skel(Z) E skel(J). Then by inspection of Algorithm 3.1 we have: 
Z=Z(A skel(Z))bZ((f, skel(J))=J. Thus Z<J. 1 
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Now, we are ready to characterize Verso-operations on format instances in terms 
of relational operations on the corresponding relational database instances. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f, g be two compatible formats, and h a format such that f 
and g are subformats of h. Let I and J be instances over f and g, respectively. Let 
r = skel(Z”) and s = skel(Jh). Then: 
(1) skel(Z@,, J) = r u s, 
(2) skel(Z@,J)=rns, 
(3) skel(IQ, J) is th e smallest URSA-instance over Skel(h) containing r-s, 
and 
(4) skel(Z a,, J) is the greatest URSA-instance over Skel(h) contained in the 
instance t over Skel(h) defined by: 
(a) t(X)=r(X)ns(X) ifX~Skel(f )nSkel(g). 
(b) t(X) = r(X) if XE Skel( f ) - Skel(g), 
(c) t(X) = s(X) $XE Skel(g) - Skel( f ), and 
(d) t(X) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof (1) By definition, I@,, J contains Ih and Jh. By Lemma 3.1, 
skel(I @h J) 1 skel(Ih) = r and skel( I Oh J) 2 skel( Jh) = s. Hence (+) 
skel( I @h J) 3- r u s. 
Since r and s are URSA insances, it is clear that r u s is also an URSA instance. 
By Theorem 3.2, r u s = skel(K) for some format instance K over h. By Lemma 3.1, 
Ih < K and Jh < K. By definition of union, Ih @ Jh < K. Hence ( + + ) skel(Z Oh J) c 
skel(K)=rus. By (+) and (+ +) rUS=Skd(Z@hJ). 
(2) is proved in a similar way. 
(3) Let T= {t 1 t is an URSA instance over Skel(h) containing r -s}. 
Consider then t, = 0 ,E T t. By Theorem 3.2, skel(Z 0 h J) is an URSA instance 
over Skel(h). Since (I@,J)@,,J=I@,7J, skel(ZQ,J)us=rus. Thus 
skel(I 0 ,, J) I> r - s. Hence t, 5 skel(I 0 ,? J). Clearly, t, is an URSA instance. By 
Theorem 3.2, t, = skel(K) for some format instance K over h. Also, r -s c to. Thus 
r u s c t, u s. Therefore I” 0 Jh < K@ J” by Lemma 3.1. Since t, E skel(Z oh J), 
KdI@,Jby Lemma 3.1. Hence K@Jh<(IOhJ)@Jh=Ih@Jh. Thus K@Jh= 
Zh 0 Jh. By definition of the Verso difference, I Oh J 6 K. Since K < I 0 h J and 
I 0 h 56 K, K = I ah J. Hence skel(Z Oh J) = skel(K) = t,, that is the smallest 
URSA instance over Skel(h) containing r-s. 
(4) Let t, be the greatest URSA instance over Skel(h) contained in t. By 
Theorem 3.2, t, = skel(K) for some format instance K over h. Since t , c t E r u s, 
KdIOhJby(l).Clearly,K[fr\g]=ZLf~g]nJ[fr\g].Thus(t)K~I~~J 
by definition of join. 
By Theorem 3.2, skel(Z @h J) is an URSA instance. Clearly, skel(Z @h J) c_ t. 
Thus skel(I@, J)E t,. Therefore ($)Zah J< K by Lemma 3.1. By (7) and (I), 
I ah J= K which concludes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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As shown in Theorem 3.3, it is possible to characterize the binary Verso 
operations on format intances in terms of relational operations on the 
corresponding database instances. Furthermore, a constructive characterization can 
be obtained. This constructive characterization can be found in [Bi] and allows to 
compute skel(Z Oh J), skel(Z @,, J), skel(Z Oh .Z), and skel(Z a,, J) from skel(Z) 
and skel(J) where Z and J are instances over f and g, respectively, f and g com- 
patible and subformats of h. Finally, it is also possible to characterize unary Verso 
operations on format instances in terms of relational operations on the 
corresponding relational database instances (see [ Bi] ). 
4. DATA RESTRUCTURING 
In this section, we introduce the last unary Verso operation, namely restruc- 
turing. This operation allows one to modify the data structure used to store infor- 
mation. When transforming an instance over some format g into an instance over 
another format f, we may loose some information. To study this, we first formalize 
the notion of information contained in an instance. We then define the data restruc- 
turing operation based on a principle of minimum loss of information. We then 
characterize the properties which must be satisfied by S and g to allow data restruc- 
turing of all instances over g into instances over f without loss of information. 
Finally, we study the dependencies that some instances over some format g satisfy, 
so that data restructuring according to some format f is possible without loss of 
information. 
First, we try to capture the semantics of Verso instances using the notion of 
“facts.” In this context, a fact is a tuple, and it is also the elementary unit of infor- 
mation. 
Two basic operations on sets of facts are considered. They are: the closure under 
projection and under join. 
DEFINITION. Let H be a set of facts. Then the closure of H under projection, 
denoted 17(H), is defined by 
17(H) = @Y(X) I x in H n Tup(X) for some X and Y c X}, 
and the closure of H under join, denoted * H, is defined by: 
For each n 2 0, let H, be obtained by: 
(a) H,=H, 
(m) Hi+l={x*y I x E H, y E Hi, x and y joinable}. 
Then *H= lJizO ,__,, m Hi. 
Now, given a set of facts, it seems reasonable to deduce new facts by projection 
of known facts. The closure under join is already more arguable. For instance, if 
“toto” is taking “math” and “math” is taught by “Miss Jones,” you do not want to 
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(math, toto, 4, b), (math, toto, 8, b) 
(math, toto, 4, g), (math, toto, 8, g) 
(math, toto, 4) ,..., (math, 4) ,..., (4), 
(math, toto, g> ,..., (math, g> ,... , (g), 
(phys, lulu, 9 ) ,..., (phys, lulu ) ,..., (9 > ,... 
FIG. 10. Fact(l). 
conclude that “Miss Jones” is teaching “math” to “toto.” The semantics that we are 
going to associate with format instances states that the “legal” joins are only the 
joins of tuples in the instance skeletons. More formally, we have: 
DEFINITION. Let Z be an instance over the format f: Then the set of facts 
associated with Z, denoted fact(Z), is defined by: 
fact(Z) = fl * 
(( 
U skel(Z)(Z) . 
ZinSkel(f) )) 
The previous definition is illustrated in Fig. 10 where the set of facts associated 
with the instance Z of Fig. 1 is given. 
The notion of set of facts associated with a format instance is used now to 
present the last unary operation, namely restructuring. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. Let J be an instance over some format. Then the 
result of restructuring J according to f, denoted restructCI-,(J), is the greatest4 
instance Z (if it exists) defined over f such that fact(Z) s fact(J). 
To illustrate this definition, we present in Fig. 11 an instance J over the format 
COURSE(STUDENT GRADE)* and the results I, and Z2 of restructuring J 
according to f 1 = COURSE( STUDENT( GRADE)* )* and f2 = STUDENT 
GRADE(COURSE)*. Note that the instance I1 contains the same information than 
the instance J, but since no STUDENT is registered in the music COURSE in J, 
the fact that there exists a music COURSE, has been lost in Z,. 
Now the following problem arises: Let J be an instance over some format g, and 
let f be a format. Is restructcY, a nonloss operation for J? In other words, is 
fact(J) = fact(restructl,,(J))? 
First, we address the case when it is always possible to represent an instance over 
g by an instance over f, i.e., restruct[,-, is nonloss for all instances over g. 
To do that, we need a way to compare the representative power of formats. For- 
mally: 
Notation. Let f be a format. Then SAT(f) = {fact(Z) 1 Z in Inst( f )}. 
4 Let J= {(a, b, c), (a, b’, c’)} be an instance over ABC, andf= AB*C*. Then restructl,,(J) is not 
defined. 
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FIG. 11. Restructuring. 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two formats. Then f is dominated by g, denoted 
f < g, iff SAT(j) c SAT(g), Also f and g are equivalent, denoted f - g, iff f< g and 
g < f (i.e., SAT( f ) = SAT(g)). 
Intuitively, f is dominated by g iff each instance over f can be represented by an 
instance over g containing the same information. Two characterizations of format 
dominance are now presented. The first one (Lemma 4.1) is based on properties of 
the corresponding format skeletons. The second one (Theorem 4.1) is based on 
some elementary format transformations. We now present the first characterization 
of format dominance. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f and g be two formats. Then f < g iff Skel( f ) c Skel(g). Thus 
f = g zff Skel( f ) = Skel(g). 
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Proof. First, suppose that f < g. Let X be in Skel( f ). For each A in X, let cA 
and d, be two distinct values in dam(A). Let s be the relational database instance 
over Skel( f ) defined by: 
(1) s(X)= x 
i I 
foreachAinX,x(A)=c,orx(A)=d,, 
for some A in X, x(A) = d, 
(2) s(Y)=~~(s(X)) if YEX, and 
(3) s( Y) = 0 otherwise. 
It is clear that s is an URSA instance over Skel( f ). By Theorem 3.2, s is an 
instance skeleton. Hence n (* (lJzeSke,(/) s(Z))) is in SAT( f ). Hence 
l-I (* (U ZeSkel(/) s(z))) = n btx)) is in SAT( f ). Since f G g, SAT( f ) c SAT(g), 
so there exists an instance skeleton r over Skel(g) such that n (s(X)) = 
n (* (UZ&kel(g) r(Z))). Let x be in s(X). Then x is in JJ (* (UzESkelcgj r(Z))). Thus 
there exists a sequence Z, ,..., Z, of attribute sets in Skel( g), and a sequence z1 ,..., z, 
of facts such that zjo Tup(Z,) for each j and x = x~(*~= ,,,n zj). Suppose that X is 
not one of Z, ,..., Z,. Clearly, for each j, zj E JJ (s(X)), so Zj E X. Let x0 be the tuple 
over X defined by x,(A) = cA for each A in X. Note that x0 $ n (s(X)). For each j, 
let zi be a tuple in s(X) such that x=,(x0) = 7c=,(zj). (Such a tuple clearly exists by 
construction of s). Hence x~=x~(*~=~.,~z~) is in fi(* (UZ,Ske,(gjr(Z)))= 
n (s(X)). Thus x0 is in s(X), a contradiction with the definition of s. Hence X is one 
of z, )...) Z,. Therefore X is in Skel( g). Thus Skel( f ) E Skel( g). 
Now suppose that Skel( f ) z Skel(g). Let H be in SAT( f ), Then 
H= I-I (* hsSkel(/) skel(l)(Z))) for some instance Z over f: Consider the 
relational database instance s over Skel(g) defined by: 
(a) s(X) = skel(Z)(X) if XE Skel( f) n Skel(g), 
(b) s(X)= UYaY,Y&kel(j) x r (s( Y)) if XE Skel(g) - Skel( f ), and 
(c) s(X) = 0 otherwise. 
By Theorem 3.2, s is an instance skeleton over Skel(g). Thus s = skel(J) for some 
instance J over g. It is easily seen that H = n(* ( UzE Skcl(g) skel(J)(Z))). Hence H is 
in SAT(g). Therefore SAT( f ) E SAT(g) and so f < g. 1 
To present the second characterization of format dominance, we exhibit three 
format transformations. These transformations are presented in their elementary 
versions and then generalized. 
DEFINITION. (a) Let f-X(fi)*..*(fn)*, and g= Y(gr)*...(g,)*, fi,...,fn, 
g, ,..., g, nonempty, then g is obtained from f by elementary root permutation iff: 
(i) fi= gi for each i in [l ..n], and 
(ii) set(X) = set( Y). 
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g is obtained from f by elementary branch permutation iff: 
(i) for each i in [ 1 ..n], there exists j in [ 1. .n] such that gi =fifi, and 
(ii) X= Y. 
(b) Let f =XY(fl)*...(f,)* and g-X(Y(f,)*...(f,)*)* then g is obtained 
from f by elementary compaction. 
Now a root permutation on a format f is obtained by applying elementary root 
permutations to components fi of f 3 X( f,)* . . . (f,)*. Branch permutation and 
compaction are obtained from elementary branch permutation and elementary 
compaction in a similar manner. Fig. 12 exhibits a sequence of these three transfor- 
mations together with the extension defined in Section 3. 
We are now ready for a second characterization of format dominance and 
equivalence. (The proof follows easily from Lemma 4.1.) 
THEOREM 4.2, Let f and g be two formats. Then f z g iff g can be obtained from 
f by a finite sequence of root and branch permutations. Also f < g iff g can be 
obtained from f by a finite sequence of root and branch permutations, compactions 
and extensions. 
Even if f is not dominated by g, some particular instances over f are represen- 
table by instances over g without loss of information. That is because those par- 
ticular instances satisfy some constraints on top of the constraints that are implied 
by the format f. We now define two kinds of dependencies which are going to cap- 
ture these constraints. 
To do that, we need the following notation. 
Notation. Let H be a set of facts, X a relational schema and R a relational 
database schema. Then: 
(m) HI,= {x 1 xEHntup(X)} and 
(H) H,,= UXER H,X. 
Now we have: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a relational database schema, 2 = Uzs R X and H a set of 
facts. Then *R denotes the schema join dependency (SJD) associated with R, and H 
satisfies *R, denoted H + *R, iff HI,= (*[HIR]),=. Also 3R denotes the schema 
existence dependency (SED) associated with R, and H satisfies 3, denoted H k JR, 
iff H= n (HIR). 
An example is now given to motivate the use of the word “existence” for name of 
the second kind of dependency in the above definition. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the formats f = COURSE(STUDENT)* and 
g = STUDENT(COURSE)*, and the instances Z, J of Fig. 13. Then 
UNIVERS. 
( UNIVERS. COURSE ( 
COURSE 
;,,_i[,:I,;>~l:n ] 
COURSE UNIV. (STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
___-_- 
math Orsay tot0 
L-l 
lUlU 
phys Orsay 
lYY!l l-l 
UNIVER.(COURSE(BOOK)* (STUDENT(GRADE)*)* (HOUR)*)* 
Orsay math 
phys ( ( mimi L_I 1 U 
FIG. 12. Format transformations. 
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FIG. 13. Existence .dependency. 
J= restruct &Z), and fact(J) = fact(Z) - ( (phys ) }. When restructuring Z, we lost 
the “phys.” COURSE because there is no STUDENT registered in this COURSE 
in I. In other words, we lost some information because fact(Z) l& 3{ {COURSE, 
STUDENT} } . 
The next result uses the previous dependencies to characterize the sets of facts 
which are representable by instances over a given format. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f be a format and H a set of facts. Then H can be represented 
by an instance over f (i.e., there exists an instance Z over f such that H = fact(Z)) iff: 
(i) H + *R for each R c Skel( f ) and 
(ii) H k X.3 where S= {IJ,,. Y [for some RcSkel(f)}. 
ProoJ: First, suppose that H can be represented by some instance Z over f: Then 
fact(Z)= H. Thus: H=n (*(UxcSkel(jl skel(Z)(X))). Let Z= UXER X. Let u be in 
H,,. Clearly, u = *XER X ZJ where uX is in skel(Z)(X) for each X in R. Hence u is in 
*[HIR]. Therefore u is in (*[H,R]),z. Thus H,,G (*[H,R]),z. A similar argument 
shows that the converse inclusion is also true. Hence H /= *R, and so (i) is verified. 
By definition of S, 
= I--I cc* L!,,,, ske1(z)4),J 
= n (* ( U 
XeSkel(/) 
sWO(W)) 
= H. 
Therefore, H + 9, so (ii) is verified. 
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Now suppose that H k *R and H + 3. Let r be the relational database instance 
over Skel( f ) defined by r(X) = H,, for each X in Skel( f ). It is easily seen that r is 
an URSA instance and by Theorem 3.2, there exists I instance over f such that 
r = skel(Z) and fact(l) = H. Hence H can be represented by an instance over f which 
concludes the proof. 1 
Now we have: 
COROLLARY. Let f be a format. Then restructLf, is without lost of information 
for an instance I tjjf. 
(i) skel(Z) b *R for each RcSkel(f), and 
(ii) skel(Z)k13SwhereS=(lJ,,.YJforsome RcSkel(f)}. fl 
Restructuring is the last operation of the Verso algebra. Together with the live 
binary operations, and four unary ones already presented they are as powerful1 as 
the relational algebra. More precisely, we have: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let C be a Versa schema, such that Skel( f ) n Skel( g) = (zr for 
each f and g in z. Let R = IJrEz Skel( f) be the corresponding relational database 
schema. Then for each relational query c( over R, there exists a Versa query p (with 
flat target format) over C, such that a(r) = map@(Z)) for each instance Z over C and 
relational database instance r = skel(I) over R. 
Proof. (Sketch) The base relations of r can be obtained from Z using a Verso 
selection followed by a projection. The relational projection, restriction, selection, 
renaming, union, difference, intersection and Cartesian product are simulated 
COURSE STUDENT 
math tot0 
math zaza 
phys lulu 
phys mimi 
COURSE BOOK 
math h, 
math b2 
music h3 
phys b, 
COURSE(STUDENT)* (BOOK)* 
phys Mu L-J mimi L-I b4 
FIG. 14. Simulating the relational join. 
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respectively by the Verso projection, restriction, selection, renaming, union, dif- 
ference, intersection, and Cartesian product. The restructuring may be necessary to 
apply these operations. 1 
Remark 4.1. The relational join can be realized using other relational 
operations (renaming, Cartesian product, restriction, and projection), and thus can 
be simulated using the corresponding Verso operations. However, a simpler and 
more natural way to simulate the relational join is to use a restructuring followed 
by a Verso join. This remark is illustrated in Fig. 14. To do a relational join of r, 
over {COURSE STUDENT) and r2 over {COURSE BOOK}, rl is restructured 
according to COURSE(STUDENT)*, r2 according to COURSE(BOOK)*. Then a 
Verso join is performed. 
5. EXPRESSIVE POWER OF VERSO SELECTION 
In Section 4, we showed that the Verso operations are “complete” (i.e., they are 
at least as powerful as the relational operations). In this section, we discuss the 
expressive power of the selection. We then introduce an extension of the selection, 
and exhibit a very large set of relational queries which can be simulated by a 
“super’‘-selection followed by a projection. 
First, we present a query which would typically require a join in the relational 
model but can be simply expressed by a selection in the Verso model. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the format f = COURSE(STUDENT)* (EXAM- 
DAY)*. Now consider the query: “What are the COURSES taken by the 
STUDENT toto which have an EXAM-DAY on November first?” In the relational 
model, there would typically be two relational schemas {COURSE STUDENT) 
and {COURSE EXAM-DAY) and the query would require a join operation. This 
query can be answered by the Verso selection: 
S z COURSE : (3(STUDENT: STUDENT = toto), 
3( EXAM-DAY : EXAM-DAY = November 1st)). 
Indeed, some very natural queries like “Give the list of COURSES with no 
known EXAM-DAY?” can be answered by a Verso selection whereas they would 
require the use of difference in the pure relational model. 
We now propose a simple extension of the Verso selection which dramatically 
increases its power. Let us consider the following query on COUR- 
SE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*: “Give the list of COURSES, STUDENTS, and 
GRADES such that toto got an A in the COURSE and a STUDENT (not 
necessarily toto) got an F in the COURSE.” It should be noted that this query is 
complicated by the fact that they are several roles for the same attribute, namely 
STUDENT. Typically, such a query would require several joins in the classical 
relational model. 
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What we mean by such a query is in fact two selections on GRADE, say 
S, = GRADE : GRADE = A and Sz = GRADE : GRADE = F. 
Now we need two selections on STUDENT(GRADE)*: 
S; = STUDENT:STUDENT = toto(3(S,)) 
and 
S; = STUDENT : (3( S,)). 
The first one filters toto if he got an A, and the second one any STUDENT who 
got an F. Now we can express our query by: 
S=COURSE:(?(S’) 1 {El(S;), 3(S2’))) where S’ is the identity on 
STUDENT(GRADE)*. 
It should be noted that this is not a selection as defined in Section 2. Intuitively, 
when we perform such a selection on an instance Z over COUR- 
SE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*, for each element (uZl) of Z, we perform S’, and S; 
on I, “in parallel” and we write I, (i.e., S’(Z,)) iff S;(Z,) # @ and S;(Z,) # 12/. Note 
that, in this case, S; and S; are used exclusively as conditions. 
We now formally define the “super’‘-selection. 
DEFINITION. Letf=WJ*-(fJ*, fi,.-.,fn non empty, be a format for some 
n 20, and Z an instance over f: Then a super-selection S over f is an expression 
recursively defined by: 
(a) if S is a selection over f, then S is a super-selection over f, and 
(b) For i = 1.. .n, let Si be a super-selection over ,f, and Sj be a finite set of 
expressions of the form e’(S’) where e’ E (3, ;3 } and S’ is a super-selection over f,. 
Then the expression S = X: C(e,(S, ) 1 S, ,..., e,(S,) ) S,,) where C is a condition on 
X, and for i = 1.. . n, ei E (3, II, ?} is a super-selection eve; f: 
The corresponding operation is defined by: 
DEFINITION. Let f-Wfd*...(fJ*, fi,...,fn no empty, be a format for some 
n>O and SEX: C(e,(S,) 1 s, ,..., e,(S,) 1 3,) a super-selection over J Then the 
result of S applied to Z, denoted S(Z), is the instance over f defined by: 
! 
<uz, . ..Z.)inZ,u b C, 
S(Z)= (uS,(Z,)...S,(Z,)) for all iin [l...n], S,(Z,) + ei, and 
S’( Ii) k e’ for each e’( S’) in Si i 
It turns out that the super-selection can easily be expressed using the Verso selec- 
tion, projection and join. To prove this, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let frX(fI)*...(f,)* be a format and S-X: C(e,(S,) 1 
SI ,- ,  ei(Sj) I s; U { eo(&) I,..., e,(S,) 1 s,,) a super-selection over J: Then,for each I in 
inst(f): S(Z) = S’(Z) @r(S”(Z)[XJ), where 
S’zXx: C(e,(S,)) S, ,..., e,(S,) 1 Si ,..., en(Sn) S,) 
and 
S”=X C(?(Zd,,) ,..., ?(Zd,,_,), e,(S,), ?(Zd,,+,) ,..., ?(Zd,“)). 
Proof: Let Z be an instance over f: Let .Z= S(Z) and K= S’(Z) @r(S”(Z)[XJ). 
Then o is in J iff o= (uS,(Z,).~.S,(Z,)) for some (ul, . ..I.,) in Z satisfying: 
(i) 24 I= C, 
(ii) for each j in [l..n], Si(Zj) k ej, 
(iii) for each j in [ 1 ..n] and e’(S) in S,, S’(Zj) b e’, and 
(iv) &(ZJ I= e0. 
Hence o is in J iff o is in S’(Z) and o[X] is in S”(Z). Therefore o is in J iff w is 
in K which concludes the proof. 1 
Using Lemma 5.1, one can easily show 
THEOREM 5.1. For each super-selection /?, there exists a Verso query fi’ composed 
exclusively of selections, projections and joins such that /I = fi’. 
We now present a large class of relational queries which can be simulated using a 
super-selection followed by a projection. Intuitively, these queries are all the queries 
obtained using relational selections, joins and projections such that the projections 
do not violate the underlying structure of the corresponding Verso instance. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f be a format, R = Skel( f) the corresponding relational 
database schema. Let q be a (relational) selection-projection-join query on R such 
that every projection in q is a projection on some union of attribute sets in R. Then 
there exists a Verso query q’ consisting of (Verso) super-selection followed by a 
(Verso) projection, such that q’ is equivalent to q. 
Proof (Sketch) The proof is done by induction on the depth of q. As mentioned 
in the proof of Theorem 4.4, the base relations can be obtained using a Verso (sim- 
ple) selection followed by a Verso projection. Thus the theorem is true for queries 
of depth 1. 
Now let q, and q2 be two relational queries, respectively, equivalent to S, [ f,] 
and S,[ fi] where [ fi], [ f2] are Verso projections, S1, S2 are Verso super-selec- 
tions. Three cases have to be considered: 
(a) Let q = zX(q,) where X is the union of attribute sets in R. Clearly, X must 
be also included in IJ YE skeltf,) Y. Then there exists a subformat g of f, such that 
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x= UY~Skel(g) y. Thus n,(q,) =q is equivalent to (S,[fr])[g]. Since 
(S,[fr])[g] =S,[g], q=n,(q,) is equivalent to a super-selection followed by a 
projection. 
(b) Let q= selectr,,(q,). Then some extra conditions can clearly be 
introduced in S, to obtain S such that q=selectr.,(q,) is equivalent to S[f,]. 
(c) Let q = q1 * q2. Clearly, fi and fi are subformats off: Thus there exists a 
subformat g off such that Skel( g) = Skel( fi) u Skel( f2). Since we allow in a super- 
selection several selections to occur on the same subinstance concurrently, we can 
combine the selections used to build S, and S2 to obtain a super-selection S such 
that q = q, * q2 is equivalent to S[g]. u 
Now, we illustrate the previous theorem. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the query: “List all COURSES attended by both the 
STUDENTS toto and lulu, and for each of these COURSES, list the STUDENTS in 
that COURSE.” This query corresponds to the following relational query over the 
database schema R = (COURSE, STUDENT}: 
~cou~ss,s~u~~~-r(R) * n,D,,s,selectC~~~~~~~ = toto3(R) 
* ncouRSEselect [STUDENT = lulu7W 
This relational query can be decomposed as follows: 
q1 = [COURSE STUDENT], 
q2 = se1ect [STUDENT = 10tOI(% 1, 
93 = %mJRSE(c?2~~ 
94 = se1ect [STUDENT= luluI(% )? 
45 = %O”RSE(q4)? 
q6 = 43 * 45, 
and 
q7 = 41 * q6. 
We now follow the construction sketched in the proof of the theorem to obtain 
an equivalent Verso query formed of a super-selection followed by a projection. Let 
g be the format COURSE(STUDENT)*. For each i in [ 1..7], Qi defined below is 
equivalent to 4;. 
Ql = (COURSE(3(STUDENT))[g], 
Q2 = (COURSE(3(STUDENT:STUDENT = toto))[g], 
Q3 = (COURSE(3(STUDENT:STUDENT = toto))[COURSE] 
571/33,3-6 
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Q4 = (COURSE(3(STUDENT:STUDENT = lulu))[g], 
Q, = (COURSE(3(STUDENT:STUDENT = lulu))[COURSE], 
Qn=(COURSE(?(STUDENT: 
3(STUDENT : STUDENT = toto), 
3(STUDENT : STUDENT = lulu) 1)) 
[COURSE], 
and 
[AMMI 
[Ball 
Pa21 
WI 
CBRSI 
cc01 
PI 
CFMUI 
VI 
lFK1 
WY1 
Wfsl 
CJSI 
WI 
W-W 
[Mac1 
[Mai] 
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